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Collecting big bales 

  

  

 

 
Connected behind the big bale press, the bale collectors of Meijer Holland optimize the collection 
of big bales on the field.   
 

Flintstone  
The Flintstone is the right machine for collecting big 
bales. Connected with a platform behind the press, the 
Flintstone will stack 2 bales on the field.  
 processing of big bales is twice as fast 
 complete mechanical system powered by the force of 
 the press 
 connected with platform behind the press  
 two steering rods on the arms ensure guidance of the 
 bales 
 suitable for various bale heights, adjustable at the 
 castor fork and hanging of roller conveyor  
 optimal functioning in combination with Fred bale grab 
 

Type Number of 
bales 

Dimensions bales 
(lxwxh) 

Platform height Length Width Weight 

Flintstone  2 240x120x70 cm 
240x120x90 cm 

111 cm 430 cm 202 cm 900 kg 

Flintstone for bales 
80 cm width 

2 240x80x70 cm 
240x80x90 cm 

85 cm 430 cm 170 cm 800 kg 

 

 
Windrow 
Connected at the back of the press, the Windrow lays 
down bales of separate rows in 1 line, making it more 
efficient to collect them driving cross wise  
 rigid behind the press with one castor fork  
 the last 1,5 meter of the Windrow hinges down 
 hydraulically  
 sensor gives signal when bale can be discharged  
 efficient processing of bales, because they are  
 in 1 line on the field  
 less tracking, so less damage to soil structure 
 optimal functioning in combination with Fred bale grab 
 hinged part fully foldable for transport  
 

Type Number of 
bales 

Dimensions bales (lxwxh) Length Width Weight 

Windrow 2 240x120x90 cm 400 cm 170 cm 600 kg 
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